British Caving Association

Module 3 CIC Assessment
Coaching Module Scoring Rationale

Cave Instructor Certificate

NB It is not essential to have a client/body to work with for this module but it can help
to observe how the candidate works with a less experienced person.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Fail: A poor performance
Defer: Unsatisfactory – below required level but should be able to remedy
Developing: At the standard in most elements but areas can improve
Good: Mature client centred approach
Excellent: Exceptional performance - aspirational

Prior assessment of clients
1. No prior assessment done. Candidate may arrive with a preset agenda.
Candidate needs have no impact on the day. This is likely to lead to a poor
venue choice and coaching which does not meet the requirements of the clients.
2. Limited prior assessment which does not impact on learner activity or venue or
which has little impact. Candidate delivers their own agenda which may be
partially adaptable to learner / client needs. Resulting venue choice may not
maximise clients’ development.
3. Candidate gains information on clients’ prior experience and wants for the day.
This significantly influences the venue choice and learner activity.
4. Good assessment of clients’ prior experience, needs and wants which the
candidate uses to structure the session and choose the venues appropriately.
5. Excellent questioning of clients which swiftly elicits quality, quantity and
currency of prior experience. Candidate discovers the standard of their clients’
caving, what their caving aspirations are and why they are not currently
achieving these. Questioning focused on all aspects of clients’ caving skills
(tactical, psychological, physical and technical), as opposed to a tightly defined
technique only approach. Excellent venue selection and activity should follow
Quality of coaching
1. Candidate adopts an inflexible approach (e.g. constantly directive), blind to the
clients’ needs and the learning environment. The clients are not required to
process their own experiences and they are not encouraged to challenge and
question. This may also be unsafe. This is likely to have a low activity to talk
ration. Learners may be unhappy or disappointed with their experience. Very
limited and / or inappropriate learning. Very little evidence of questioning.
2. Candidate operates safely though does not engage or stimulate learners with
appropriate tasks nor utilise appropriate coaching approaches given the
learners’ needs and environment. Activity to talk ratio is poor. Candidate tends
to interfere with and interrupt learner practice unnecessarily. Learner success
tends to be despite the candidate.
3. Candidate operates safely throughout. Learners are provided with appropriate
tasks and challenges. Candidate is able to use a reasonable range of coaching
approaches in a variety of situations. The candidate is aware of the need to
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allow the clients to practise without interruption. There is evidence of
questioning, appropriate goal setting and good activity levels. On balance, the
candidate’s presence is beneficial to the clients.
4. Candidate operates safely throughout. Candidate is able to analyse learner
needs in an ongoing fashion and deploy a very good range of appropriate
coaching approaches to meet the clients’ personal needs. The use of
questioning and agreed tasks / goal setting is of a very good standard. The
level of practice and activity is high and clients are encouraged to process their
own experience and problem solve. The learners improve as a result of this
approach.
5. The candidate has a high level of coaching and learning knowledge and is able
to deploy this in a caving context. Learners are kept highly active and are fully
engaged in their own learning process. They are constantly challenged to think
and problem solve. Learners are encouraged to become independent and
adaptable cavers so that they can work without the coach in a range of
environments. The candidate encourages the learners to deploy appropriate
skills given their circumstances rather than rotely repeat a rigid set of
techniques.
Analytical ability
1. The candidate makes frequent errors of analysis leading to incorrect or
inaccurate information and advice being given to clients. The priorities for
improvement are not identified leading to the candidate working on elements
of client practice which are of a lesser importance or, indeed, inappropriate.
Analysis is likely to be hampered by weak prior assessment or by poor
comparison of that information with clients’ actual practice. No, or very little,
differentiation is made between clients.
2. Some accurate analysis may be made though it is incomplete. The analysis
may focus mainly on technical aspects thereby missing other critical elements.
This is likely to make task setting, prioritisation and differentiation difficult. The
candidate tends to be drawn to issues which they quickly recognise rather than
standing back and identifying individual developmental needs.
3. Analysis is satisfactory. The candidate observes and correctly identifies
individual client strengths and areas for development and is able to prioritise
appropriately. The evaluation will extend beyond the technical and the
candidate will be aware of the need to assess clients’ physical, tactical and
psychological competence and to factor this into their decision making. There
is evidence of differentiation.
4. The candidate’s analysis is of a very good standard. They are able to swiftly
identify individual learner needs and to cross-match their practical evaluation
with information gleaned in the prior assessment. Analysis is ongoing
throughout the day and the candidate is able to adapt their approach and
activity as a result of this. Differentiation between clients is clear.
5. Excellent holistic analytical ability will be seen whereby the candidate is able to
constantly re-evaluate all learner/client needs and seamlessly adjust practice
and activity as a result of this. The clients are likely to be unaware of this going
on such is the subtlety and skill of the candidate. Such analysis will lead to
highly appropriate and beneficial client activity at all times.
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Feedback
1. Feedback tends to be directive and poorly timed e.g. talking over practice. It
will take no or very little account of the clients’ own thoughts on their
performance. Feedback may not identify the critical issues nor be related to the
tasks being tackled by the clients. It may be inaccurate and misleading – even
unsafe. Candidates are likely to talk too much, providing more information than
can be dealt with by the learners, this will have a negative impact on client
activity time.
2. Candidate feedback will tend to be generally accurate though will take little or
only sporadic account of clients’ thoughts on their own performance. This will
lead to client dependence on the candidate for information. Feedback tends to
be undifferentiated and is likely to significantly impact on client activity time.
The timing, quantity and quality of feedback could all be improved to the benefit
of the clients.
3. Feedback is both accurate and appropriate to observed client practice. It
relates to tasks set and factors-in information gleaned from clients on their own
performance. Talk to activity time is satisfactory. There is evidence of
differentiated feedback throughout the day. Feedback is prioritized and limited
to that which can be worked on by the clients in any one practice session. The
candidate tends to avoid talking over practice. The clients benefit from feedback
sessions with the candidate.
4. A very good standard of accurate feedback is seen which is clearly taking
account of all facets of client performance – not just the technical. Clients’
activity levels are high as the candidate is able to deal with individuals and
differentiate feedback whilst keeping others active. Clients are appropriately
questioned after each bout of practice so that they are encouraged to process
their own experience supported by observations and input from the candidate.
The candidate has multiple methods of providing feedback which are deployed
appropriately e.g. verbal, visual and manual. Clients are encouraged to spend
sufficient time practising rather than having a single or limited attempt at the
task.
5. As above plus feedback is based on extremely good analysis of clients’ practice.
The standard of questioning is very high leading to excellent levels of client
problem solving and self-coaching – clients may think that they are personally
dealing with many of their own difficulties and not realise that they are being
subtly supported and directed by the candidate. The candidate will foster an
independent learning approach that is highly adaptable and transferable to a
wide range of venues.
Reviewing
1. No review of client performance at the end of the session or day is provided or
is so perfunctory so as to be pointless. Information which is provided may be
inaccurate, misleading or contradictory. The review does not elicit information
from the clients on their progress and any information is provided by the
candidate. Client sensitivities may not be heeded and inappropriate comments
may be made by the candidate.
2. A review is organised though poorly structured with most information coming
from the candidate rather than from the clients. When clients do contribute
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they may not be encouraged to extend their thoughts and they may be
interrupted whilst speaking. The candidate may demonstrate poor listening
skills. This type of review is unlikely to be beneficial to the clients.
3. The candidate runs a structured review in which information is shared between
them and the clients. The clients will be asked for their views on their own
performance and will be invited to consider priorities for improvement. The
candidate will be able to provide accurate, evidence based information and
action plans which are beneficial to the clients’ ongoing development. The
candidate is generally sensitive to their clients throughout the review.
4. An ability to competently run a very good review is apparent. The clients are
questioned on their progress across the session/course/day and the candidate
confirms or questions them to ensure understanding before augmenting,
reinforcing or redirecting them. The candidate questions the clients accurately
and pertinently to ensure they are clear on priorities for improvement and offers
encouragement and support to aid this process. The candidate will exhibit very
good listening skills and will not interrupt the clients whilst they are speaking;
they will have the ability to extract further information from clients via effective
questioning. The candidate is able to clearly differentiate between the clients
throughout the review and remains constantly sensitive when discussing areas
for development and individual differences.
5. An excellent review is observed which the candidate organises so that it is run
in the main by the clients with subtle direction, encouragement, support and
questioning from the candidate. This is likely to follow on from a coaching
approach in which the clients have been encouraged to self analyse and to
become independent learners. The candidate will be able to effortlessly
manage the discussion to ensure it remains relevant at all times. Clients will
depart with an in-depth understanding of their current competence, their
potential and individualised action plans to realise this. To effectively use this
approach to reviewing requires no little skill and is likely to be extremely
uncommon – even though candidates may try.
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